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OpenStage / OpenScape Desk Phone IP - HTTP header parsing vulnerability (CVE-2014-9708)
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Summary

The Webserver (https/443) interface of OpenStage / OpenScape Desk Phone IP (SIP and HFA) contains a flaw in the HTTP header parsing that could allow a remote unauthenticated attacker to cause a temporary DoS (Denial of Service) condition for the legitimate user(s) of the phone.

The risk is rated medium.

Vulnerability Details

As published in CVE-2014-9708, Embedthis Appweb web server is prone to a denial-of-service vulnerability due to a null-pointer dereference condition (as defined in the Common Weakness Enumeration CWE-476) when parsing HTTP Range headers. A remote attacker could exploit this issue using an HTTP request with an empty range value and cause a denial-of-service condition.

OpenStage / OpenScape Desk Phone IP use a vulnerable version of Embedthis Appweb web server at the https interface (port 443). Successful exploitation could result in a reboot, causing a temporary DoS (Denial of Service) condition for the legitimate user(s) of the phone.

The risk is rated as medium, but note that

- the vulnerability and all details how to exploit it are publicly known (see chapter "References")
- mitigation measures are not available (see chapter "Recommended Actions")

CVSSv2 scores:

- Base Score: 5.0
- Temporal Score 4.1
- CVSS v2 Vector (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P/E:F/RL:OF/RC:C)

CVSSv3 scores:

- Base Score: 5.3
- Temporal Score 4.9

Affected Products

- OpenStage / OpenScape Desk Phone IP SIP V3, all versions before V3 R3.36.1
- OpenStage / OpenScape Desk Phone IP HFA V3, all versions before V3 R0.23.2

Recommended Actions

Install the following product releases (or later versions) to resolve the vulnerability:

- OpenStage / OpenScape Desk Phone IP SIP: V3 R3.36.1 (release date: 2015-05-08)
- OpenStage / OpenScape Desk Phone HFA: V3 R0.23.3 (release date: 2015-08-13)
  Note that the correction is also available in V3 R0.23.2, but this version did not achieve GA (general availability)

Mitigation measures are not available.

Note that disabling the web-based management interface is not effective in this case, as the web service (https/443) remains open to serve contact-me requests for the Workpoint Interface (WPI) from provisioning systems such as the OpenScape Deployment Service.
References
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